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Dear Central Families,

We are excited to share with you how we have the opportunity to BRIDGE THE GAP and build a
culture of service this year.  There are several changes in our Volunteer activities this year.  As you
can imagine, figuring out all the aspects of the volunteer program for school is like hitting a moving
target.  Many factors impact the program such as:

In our listening sessions, we heard that an area of focus was seeing a service lifestyle.  We agree! 
 However, this Chrisitan virtue must be led by our parents through modeling.  

Please see on page 2 the commitments we are asking parents to complete this year.  Thank you for
already committing to these volunteer activities through the Parent Commitment form in your
enrollment packets.  As a school community, we are BETTER TOGETHER.  It is exciting to share
with you the 2022-23 volunteer commitments for parents.  

Thank you!



Central
Volunteering

Harvest Festival shift (various shifts)
Because this is one of our biggest community builders and fundraisers of the year, we ask
that at least one parent in each family consider signing up to work a shift. Each family may
also be asked to contribute a baked good for the International Bakery or Food & Fellowship
booth. We look forward to coming together for this community event!

Concession shift (5:00-9:00pm)
Live stream shift (6:00-9:00pm)
Legacy Dinner (If both parents sign up for this event, it is counted as one shift each)
July 4 shift (various 2-hour shifts throughout the day)
Tournament shift (January or February various 3-hour shifts)

2-Week day shifts (3 hours each)
These include cashier shifts and deep cleaning/store transition help shift

1 Saturday shift (there are 2 shifts to choose from 8:30-1:30pm or noon - 5:00pm)
8:30 am -1:30 pm 

Front store shifts will include deep cleaning, stocking, cashiering, etc
Back store shifts will include recycling, helping customers with donations, pick-ups,
deliveries, etc. (must be able to lift 40 pounds or more)

12:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Front store shifts will include cashiering, helping customers, etc.
Back store shifts will include pick-ups, deliveries, cleaning, etc. (must be able to lift 40
pounds or more)

Each parent will choose 2 shifts from any of the following:

Each parent will work shifts at New to You by selecting either:

         OR
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